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The stories can be divided easily into those where there is a woman suffering at a man’s hands, and those where the victim is another man. Anal sex is pretty much inevitable.

Some stories have the victim forced to do things without actual violence, but some do also use violence or rape. 

At the start of every story are abbreviated story codes, so you know what you are going to get. 

More stories will be added soon. 
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Female victim:

Tabitha 
Synopsis: A young woman reluctantly lets her boyfriend bugger her, but then he calls his mates in too...

Destiny Part 1
Synopsis: In order to be the girlfriend of the gang leader a young black woman has to submit to a gang bang with the whole group.

Destiny Part 2:
Synopsis: She witnesses and is made to participate in the punishment gang rape of another woman.

Convenience:
Summary: Against her better instincts a smart young professional woman gets involved in a sordid glory hole incident for money.
 
Convenience Part 2 and 3:
Summary: Caroline gets sucked deeper into her new life…

Initiation
Synopsis: The progress of a young business woman through a secret order, from her first caning to her final desperate departure.



Male victim:

Rent Part 1 
Synopsis: A straight male student is brutally gang raped by a gay flatmate and his friends. Very violent.

Rent Part 2
Synopsis: The morning after his gang rape, the student submits to a golden shower. The forced humiliations continue at a dinner party in the flat, but he finds that now he is starting to enjoy it…

Rent part 3
Synopsis: During a  very brutal S&M torture session the rent boy finds that everyone has his breaking point…

Sauna 
Synopsis: A sex slave does what is expected of him when he is put into a sauna with another man

Shower
Synopsis: A simple story of gang rape and submission, set in a male prison.

Table
Synopsis: One man bent over a table, in a locked room...

Platform
Synopsis: A submissive consensual gang bang in a railway platform toilet


Male and female victims:

Threesome
Synopsis: A man submits to a consensual but powerful threesome with a man and his wife. Very descriptive and sometimes wet and dirty. 

The Order Parts 1 to 3 (to be continued)
Synopsis: A young man and his willing girlfriend become entangled in a sexual order of initiates and acolytes, influenced by the seminal French book Story of O. But to become full members of the order the couple have to pass an initiation weekend, and then a series of BDSM tests, that will put their sexuality and their relationship under extreme strain. The stories progresses from a straightforward orgy (in part one) to a sequence of increasingly violent and humiliating experiences, as the limits of endurance and eroticism are tested.










